IMHX 2016lSETilNC THE SCENE

smaft chargers, informative call forwarding and
management systems and'on-battery' information

of a logistics event such as IMHX is indicative of the
Association s roie as the voice of the logistics sector
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Trak-Air system increases productivity by extending
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visitors. What better place to find out how, with the
help of these different parties, your organisation can

Catherine Thornley, lndiqo's apparel specialist,
concludes. "Retailers are exoectino oreater levels
of value-add from manufacturers, which can add
sionificant costs to looistics orocesses without the

Overall, however; the IMHX stand will demonstrate

to engineer individually tailored
power management systems to customers' specific
requirements. ln warehousing and logistics this
is done by building partnerships with materials
handling OEM suppliers as well as end users, giving
them the best possible return on investment and
cutting their operating costs. Hoppecke has been
selected to work in partnership with many blue-chip
customers in the storage, handling and distribution
Hoppecke's ability
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equipment, services and solutions for logistics. Many

i of these members will be exhibiting within the village
i where there will also be a central meeting point for
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significant customer savings in AC electricity costs by
over 307o compared to 'standard'systems.

meet more effectively the chailenges present in a
wor d thaL is changrng r6p lly.
"Change derives not only from within our sector

but also f rom political, cultural, environmental,
: technological and demographic trends. Social
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At IMHX 2016,
Technology will

Hoppeckes presence at IMHX will demonstrate
once again that Hoppecke is serious about the
energy business and that the company is here to
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expertise in wa!:ehousing, as its consultants have
Leal world expefience in warehouse settinqs
quaranteeilq a pra
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and at the overload point. The Liftlog products on
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show also offer a totalising feature, making it ideal
for applications where multiple pallets are 1o be
check-weighed or loadrng storage systems where
weight limits are to be adhered to. Negating the
need to travel to a floor-mounted platform scale
often sited in a remote part of the warehouse, the
Liftlog range provides a time-efficient means of
check weighing.
A hydraulic load sensor is used to measure the
increase in system pressure and the Liftlog unit
displays the weight to the operator Also included is
an overload alarm that will sound when the overload
approached and at the overload point to
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Mark Wilkinson. lndioos food and drink soecialist.
says: "Chanqinq consumer habits mean people aje

further inform the operator of load status. This helps
the driver to avoid potential trp-over, increasing the
safety of the forklift and surrounding warehouse.
The new Liftlog 1000 is the latest product in the
Liftlog range, offering +/-0.5% accuracy designed
specifically for fork lift trucks operating in the fastest
loading environments. lt is a cost-effective weighing
instrument that reduces loading cycle times and
maximises tonnes per hour pedormance.
For more information on how on-board weighing
and data handling be used to help improve your
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regional distribution centre model towards a
multiplicity of localised f ulf ilment centres. This
principle of 'little and often with small picks' not
only challenges many UKWA members but also the
materials handling solution providers to move from

technology and processes geared around bulk and
palletised logistics.

"ln 2015, UKWA directed its focus on
the warehouse inf rastructure drchotomy by
commissioning Savills to profile the UKs warehouse
property sector. Published in Septembec the resulting
report confirmed that demand

is

outstripping supply

and provides the data to put the issue on policy
maker agendas.
"Warehouses, distribution centres and fulfilment
centres play a vital role in supporting communrties.

They also provide an entry point for a dynamic
career, which is unmatched by other sectors. UKWA
has been developing partnerships with a range of
providers to meet members' needs for training and
qualifications at all levels.

"Our sector will need people with

qreater

communication, organising and planning skills who
can adapt to even more rapid change driven by new
technology.

"UKWA looks foward to discussing these and
other issues with visitors to its village at IMHX.
It wll also be the perfect place to find out more

UKWA (United Kingdom

about the additional and exciting benefits of UKWA

Warehousing Association) looks ahead to IMHX
2016.
"The UKWA village has long been a centrepiece in

membership as well as how the Association is
broadening the scope of its appeal to the wider

the IMHX experience, and at IMHX 2016 village life
is porsed to be busier than ever. Being at the heart
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